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Hello,I am& I amFirst of all I’d like to thank Natasha, Iain and the rest of the organising team for all their hard work for streaming us together here. also wanted to remind you all that this is a work in progress highly effected by covid, childcare which we are all experiencing together. nevertheless we are really looking forward to explroring the notion of streams together. Today we talk about tragedies some their common themes and discuss what we can learn from the structure of tragedies and how the notion of streams can help us to reflect, act and resist...Before talking about streams, let’s first talk about water a little bit.   



Water is our (Animal & Plant) political common
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HADI: More Neiman and Bauman here. Why liquidity is relevant. Why water?It is easily forgotten that water makes about 60-90% of our bodies. Water covers 71% of the Earth's surface, mostly in seas and oceans Water is central to all aspects of life. Most of human and non human Commodities such as oil, natural gas, and manufactured products are carried by water around the earth. As Cecilia Chen reminds us Not only Our well being, comfort, breathing they all depend on An environmental and somatic balance of waters. Water becomes invisible when the medium becomes a currency and a resource open and vulnerable to containment, commodification, and instrumentalization. We only notice water when we find led in mothers breast milk or when they are washing away human lives or when we need to take a pee in the middle of a presentation. From this standpoint any artistic, philosophical or conceptual developments in this regard is important as they remind us of this waterly relations central to our lives. In addition developing such notions allows us to actively question habitual appropriations. Water also give a shared meaning to us (plants and animals). Water is liminal, it can turn into air or become solid. At 273.16 K (0.01 °C)  solid, vapour and liquid water can coexist. Water need bodies and body needs water as Neimanis reminds us. How we can learn resistance through aqueous modes. Hydro-logics is a mode aqueous knowing that exists in, out and between our bodies and things. Water is our liminal self. It holds the threshold between past and future. This mode of critical aqueous thinking and being can free us from the binarisms of nature and culture, human and nonhuman. It brings an inclusive and rhizomatic mode of politics and resistance. Here we want to discuss What it means to float in water and streams or sometimes drown in them. Sedentration or in Surveillance capitalism terms rendition is one of the characteristics of water. Water remembers and carries. Surveillance capitalism filters the streams. , render our experience to data. (without our awareness) a process in which the thing that is rendered gives itself over to the process When we interact with digital devices we make our experience available to them. Render our experience. �Flume and other similar software solutions provide mechanisms for seamlessly moving, aggregating and collecting data flows.There are many water related terms used in this form of technology. For example, Data Lake refers to a large amount of data that is being captured but not processed. As soon as the data is processed, then terms such as data warehousing is used to describe the storage of such entities. Even libraries that provide specific functionalities in this infrastructure often use water related terminologies. Fro example Apache’s library Flume provides algorithms to manage, move and aggregate large amounts of log data.Before we delve into Hamlet and streams let’s take a quick moment and think about various streams we deal with on a day to day bases. Many terms and notions that are surrounding digital technologies are appropriated and repurposed from environmental and metaphysical domains. For example the concept of clouds in digital technologies, data streams and streaming.Even the companies providing the clouds and access to streams tent to have mystical names. For example Panzura, a company providing clound services, means 7 in pathagorean numerology.File space is referred to the medium, technology and algorithm that provides the movement and streaming of data files. For example LucidInk, recently developed a technology capable of transforming data nearly 150 killomets aside in just 13 milliseconds. The dream of the stream is to be nearline disk access, in a sense to provide instant access to remote object stores. In this ideal world, books, films, music and any data object can be streamed as if it was stored on the local drive. With single source of truth that is stored in the original server, however the rest of representations are cached models of the original data.Is this cheesy? Each A4 paper is 0.1mm and if we imagine each website is only a page of a4, then 1700000000 results means 170000 meters of pages stacked on top of each other. 524 Eiffel towers all in 0.47 seconds. 



• Floating
• Making dams
• Currents and currency

Living in/with/on streams
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HADI: 17m minks killed in gas chambers in less than 72 hoursThe modern life is to be analysed in Hydro-logics, aquatic modes of seeing and sensing. One of the best ways to reflect and understand our entanglements and relations with technology are liquid epistemologies. In acknowledging this corporeally connected aqueous community, distinctions between human and nonhuman start to blur. It moves us not only from human centric ways of resisting and thinking. Hydro-logics and streams also reminds us that water has memory by reducing direct exposure to toxins does not neccessarity save us from the fact that we also sedentrate and store deposits of toxins through various streams we float into, streams whose sources are beyond our view. Aqueous transcorporeality Ophelia before drowning in the stream, she was already drowned in the stream of the tragedy, of the men’s control and multitudes of emotions that tore her apart. Martin, 2011 : Fog-Bound: Aerial Space and the Elemental Entanglements of Body-with-World “Bauman’s liqiud ‘spectre of insecurity” modernity suggests that modernity emerged a global figuration in which all human activity is bonded together by a free-market economic framework that is utterly beyond t he control of individuls…fear, anxiety and uncertainty, and which men and women are solely responsible for managing in their everyday lives…Governments managed their authority by promising to protect t heir citizens from the ‘hiddenhands’ of political extremists.. progressive separation of power from politics. life lived in ‘liquid modernity’changes too fast for habits and routines – those pillars of comforting certai nty f orhuman beings – to have any chance to ‘solidify’, t o s ettle into a pattern…uncertainty, insecurity and fear = floating in streams. Bauman argues that by sacrificing “eternity” and ‘long-term planning’ brought the absence of martyrdom and heroes. So we do little struggles here and there but blocking ads, following opposing opinions on Social media to burst the bubbles, this is not enough as they tend to feed the stream…. episodic nature of ‘liquid life’- “Code as intellectual heights, an aristocratic elect who�can free information and have a wisdom to transform society without the politics, without nations and without politicians. Code becomes the lived and the desired. Both a black�box and a glass box. Hard and unyielding and simultaneously soft and malleable. “ What is code (Berry, Pawlik)�Deeper desire to dieBecoming womenWhat can we learn from becoming women as Death of Ophelia became a birth of other prominent eventsAntigone - 
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HADIWe hope this paper can contribute towards the development of notion of streams and contributes to Aquatic epistemologyI am a singular, dynamic whorl dissolving in a complex, fluid circulation �Tragedy puts characters into a similar state of flow to streams. The stream brings all characters to a mad form of consciousness. Not only do they lose their agency no matter what they do, and not only can’t they leave the tragedy; their struggle turns into desperation. It is an internal misery and existence so it goes mad. The stream that Ophelia dies in is the making visible of one that runs through the ‘flow’ of the whole tragedy. Tragedy has these characteristics of interrupting and letting flow in these ways. In this paper, we want to use the story of Ophelia to trouble and challenge the notion of streams. 
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DOMINIC: A stream is any steady flow or succession of material, such as water, air, radio signal or words. In this paper, we want to trouble the waters of streaming today…. That is: the notion of streaming in contemporary technoculture. We want to do it through reference to tragedies in general, and to the tragedy of Ophelia within Hamlet in particular. In fairy tales and old stories streams are the carriers of messages, bodies, spirits; today, modern data streams carry jobs, thoughts, messages, desires, and virtual bodies. Streams when intensified can rip out structures, pull out roots, smooth rough surfaces and objects. Streams become rivers…. In this paper, we want to suggestively focus on the special characteristics of streaming that relate to water: Objects float in the stream. They are carried as ‘flotsam and jetsam’. Streaming gives consciousness a form of mad numbness…. What is a Netflix or Youtube stream if not a form of ‘going with the flow’ that turns out to be a form of what Robert Pfaller calls ‘interpassivity’ par excellence? Streams have a bed – a sandy bottom towards which all objects in the stream are destined; the silicon in our microchips that makes our ‘streaming’ possible is a not too distant relation of this turbid memory, this sediment. 
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DOMINIC: Water and tragedy…. In linking such themes, what better place to start than with the myth of Narcissus? Except this is precisely not where we are starting, for two reasons: 1.) the waters into which Narcissus gazes are an exact reflection of the Narcisstic ego – shallow, vitreous, brittle – there is no movement or principle of life here, more a shallow death drive contemplating itself; 2.) these waters are water made instrument – the medium of reflection, not a stream that rushes and carries.  Tragedy goes further than myth because it plunges the characters that peer into its depths into a deeper, more turbid, and more dynamic stream. So immersed, man is no longer the narcissitic measure of all things, least of all himself.   Aristotle calls the plot the ‘soul or principle’ of a tragedy, but the plot is only as good as the elements that it immerses and makes flow. An Aristotelian understanding of tragedy, we want to suggest, might therefore benefit from a drop or two of Heraclitus: panta rhei – ‘all things flow’, and especially where they seem most stuck, in tragedy. This is true for the characters immersed in the stream in particular: they are treading water, borne by eddies and whirls that are not of their doing; they cannot turn ‘upstream’; they are destined for a fate ‘downstream’…. Neither Narcissus  nor Hamlet will be our chief protagonist, therefore. Instead, Ophelia is. 



Existential inescapability of the tragic stream of events.

Destiny in the form of knowledge
• Oedipus
• Hamlet
• Macbeth

All end up in some state of madness
All haunted whether upstream, downstream, 
distant or immersed
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HADI: For example what Hamlet is stuck in being haunted. Agency is gone. Inescapability whether it is the story of Oedipus, Macbeth, or being stuck between death and life in an inscapable narrative. Characters are in a state of flow. A form of flow that haunts them. No matter what they do, they get sucked back to the stream. Everyone prob know the story, but for some who may not. Also apologies for my bad version recap ; ) Humanism vs sceptical humanism The  limits  of  human  knowledge,  the  possibility  of  moral  certainty,  the question of whether one person can ever truly know another; these ideas are woven into the fabric of Hamlet’s Denmark. It is easy to forget that they are  concepts  which  Shakespeare  gave  voice to in  his  play  to  reflect prevalent philosophical preoccupations of the time and culture in which he  wrote, so strongly do they continue to resonate with audiences today. which  posits  most  significantly  the  idea  that  far  from  being limitless, the human scope for understanding is curtailed by there being a difference between appearance and reality, and by the world being a world of   appearances.Get get inspiration from literature or from empirical study. What we can take and learn from this play, the stream is something that has potential to develop. When we talk about structure and agency we talk about dependency and dominance.



“water guides a body from young to old, from here to there, from potentiality to 
actuality. Translation, transformation. Plurality proliferates.” (Neimanis, p.98, 2012)

Haunted streams

• Inescapability: Overwhelming/Confiscated agencies

• Gravity and desire / Highly flexible and intelligence

• Form of consciousness in stream / Transform 

consciousness

What are the characteristics of  streams
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HADI: Ophelia before drowning in the stream, she was already drowned in the stream of the tragedy, of the men’s control and multitudes of emotions that tore her apart. Martin, 2011 : Fog-Bound: Aerial Space and the Elemental Entanglements of Body-with-World Forming entities: ontological erosions and transformations of characters. Like log or stone in a lake.Stream is defined by by material formations and gravityGravity of desire. It is a constant desire that gets more and more entangles in the stream. Deeper desire to dieBecoming womenWhat can we learn from becoming women as Death of Ophelia became a birth of other prominent eventsAntigone - 



From the Royal Shakespeare Company, Directed by Simon Godwin (S2A3)

Somewhere at the bottom of  the sea, there must be water that sank from the surface
during the ‘Little Ice Age’ three centuries ago . . . The ocean remembers.

• Forming entities / Distortion

• Spectre and truth making

• Sedimentation / Rendition (Horatio)

• Intensified/new entanglements
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Further reflections and concepts from the play and technology…ACT3 Scene 2Spectacle with second order audiences. Second order audience speculates about you. Truth generation. Hamlet and Horatio. Second order audience spectacular stream we are all comedians and are performing for others. They are also performers so we all act and perform under the surveillance of performance technology. Similar to facebook. We perform for first degree audience. All of these are under second order audience. They are in the engine of spectacle. Hamlet and horatio can be seen similar to spectacle/surveillance capitalism.HADI: Beyond Hamlet: Inescapable streams.Structure as constellation, assemblage, addiction. Sociology of habits, Sociology of  Routine. Foucaudian concept of apparatus, deluzian concept of assemblage all develops some network of socio-political materials that direct our behaviours, thoughts and being. Why streams has a potential here. Stream is made of water, it is based on the principle of liquidity.  you keep wanting to look at yourself. Making images, it’s of reflective material. Keep bringing us back to itself of its image making processes. We are also made of water and water tends to join other waters.  Distortion is one of the mechanics of streams. It’s part of it’s centre. Google runs 10,000 experiment per year. This means, any day you use Google services, They run about a dozen experiments on you! 2006, Netflix realised that 75% of their movie views came from recommendations Netflix $1m challenge Blennding of 800 statistical models Establishment of KaggleStreams has a parallel about imposition of structure and its power to condition. Social material configuration, you can float yourself. What it does to our identity. Hades you enter through water. Cerberos with three heads  late Old English flotian "to rest on the surface of water" Meaning "drift about, hover passively" is from c. 1300. Transitive sense of "to lift up, cause to float" (of water, etc.) is from c. 1600; that of "set (something) afloat" is from 1778 (originally of financial operations). Of motion through air, from 1630s. Meaning "hover dimly before the eyes" is from 1775. 
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HADI READS THIS: This mad young man: but so much was our love,We would not understand what was most fit;But, like the owner of a foul disease,To keep it from divulging, let it feedEven on the pith of Life. Where is he gone?THEN DOMINIC: Technology is a powerful structure that you can’t turn away from: it is the information stream, the sedimented forms of material and knowledge that make what Flusser calls ‘technical images’ possible, and it is also the silicon that functions as the river bed upon which and over which the information flow takes place.  Macbeth, Oedipus, Hamlet: not one of them manages to leave the highly conditioning, flexible, intelligence structures – they can’t fight their way upstream, and they can’t see their way downstream…. The little actions and struggles of these characters do not change the flow.  So who is to be our chief protagonist in coming to terms with the role of flows in contemporary technoculture?Impulsively we want to say Narcissus. We are told often enough, after all, of how we interact with our interfaces in shallow and egotistical ways, and this is something we can see in action every time we catch ourselves checking ourselves out in those small reflective boxes of a Zoom or Skype call (perhaps in spite of ourselves). But, in spite of these habits, we want to suggest that it is not the picture on the left that ought to speak to us most today…. Instead, it is the image on the right: Ophelia, in any and all of the ways she can be recalled and reimagined.Narcissus stares into the stream, and Ophelia stares out of it, not at Narcissus, but through the Narcissus in me, you, all of us. Right now, this particular reimagining of Ophelia is staring at you through a data stream. She is in the stream and of the stream, but steadfast in not becoming mere sediment at the bottom; she is borne elsewhere. THEN HADI:At the start of this presentation, we cited this quote from Neimanis: “We are all bodies of water in the constitutional, the genealogical, and the geographical sense” (Neimanis, p.99, 2012)Ophelia is the body of water become a Body without Organs – not Narcissus organised and pulled apart by the reflection of his face, but a body borne into different constitutions, genealogies and geographies – a line of flight away from the shallow madness of the Narcissist. Hamlet’s madness is different from Ophelia. This is a form of becoming that deterritorialises us. More on becoming, body without organ.Bodies need water, but water also needs a body. “Viscosity retains an emphasis on resistance to changing form. “Nancy Tuana In this paper, we tried to discuss what streams are and How they are, as a continues struggle always ask Where are they and where are they? Think about their characteristics: speed, viscocity, mixture. Zubbof’s and similar work are good at thinking about what these streams are, To understand the “Trickle down” and sediments but what’s important here is what are the algorithmic processes to diffentiation, what are the processes of sedimentation in digital streams. This will also help us to understand how streams can flow in and out of our bodies but also move us, float us to the unknowns and to the madnesses.Viscosity draws attention to “sites of�resistance and opposition” “two complex systems meet, embrace, clash, and transform one another.” “in-between the human and everything we ram ourselves up against, everything we�desperately shield ourselves from, everything we throw ourselves into, wrecked and recklessly,�watching, amazed, as our skins become thinner Important to remembers that we don’t see where the streams come from and won’t know where they go to, but we do know that at some point they may merge and through this process they take with them our contaminations as well as their sediments and memories sometimes in a form of rocks and sometimes they flood. As Delueze tells us the virtual is also actual and the immaterial is also material. So let us remembers that the digital streams at some point in time meet the biological streams.�”��Modern medicine in its molar categorises and divides dis-eases. At molecular level they territorialise and obstruct flow of desires.Diseases also have a line of flight. They are an intensity and a flow/line to break away, rip off the existing structures of not only the organism of the body but also other flows. and a becoming  SchyzoCyborg Stream and code“Code is the numerical language of control” requiring of us passwords, user names, and the completion of form fields to either grant or deny access to information, goods and services (1992). “Ecotone Eco: home. Tone: tension.   :As transition areas between two adjacent but different ecosystems. So in my opinion Ophelia’s death is not a death is beyond death is a line of flight. When we think about the dynamics of this play, Hamlet is lost in this ecotone tension of haunting streams. Ophelia on the other hand is not lost, but rather a body without organ using deleuzian vocabulary.  �Let’s think about streams again and its connection to our own tides and lines of flight. Stream here can give us not only a metaphor but a realisation of possibility. Realisation that streams do not only exists as currencies. Or how currencies can be turns back into streams again. 
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